to the tribal rituals for conclusions and solutions.

THE VERO and MELBOURNE MAN were petrified Indians who escaped out
of the nation of Atlantis because there was a Global Catastrophe taking
place in the world. Because of evidence, I must assume that they went on the same bases that has been presented so far in this
book. Plenty of
scientific translations and writtíngs, and evidence but they were still
caught in the catastrophe. They had set up their lifestyle and could be
recognized as a tribe and nation. They were found amoung Dinosuers, all
the same age, petrified. They did not fulfill the promisethat was given
them. To live by tribal equations, know how to synchronize time, they
would have safely made it through this catastrophe. But there was still
Dinosuers on Earth which were the last to be destoryed in such a catastrophe
so all this nonIndiar1 knowledge could not tell them the ending of this
catastrophe because there never has been a surviver using this knowledge
of the White or civilized Man.
There is another such exemple taken from Archeaology finds(The Geology
of China, Lee(l939) .)on two(2) Ice Ages back. Near Peking ín the Village of
Choukoutíenfound in caverns and fissures of rocks; again extinct animals
with the body remains of a European, a Melanesían, and an Eskimo type in
one closeknit group in a Cave. Remarkable! Because three different races could be identified. Three individuals with different
duiudriafbackgrdunds
teamed together trying to overcome the global catastrophe. Anyone can
easily assume they combined their knowledges but because there has never been a survíver using the presentday knowledge of
that day,_ evidence on the
end of such a catastrophe,was unknown. All .this on a Chinese hillside.
But getting back to all this Scientific Translations, Writtings,
and Evidence. All precise with very little room for debates, except for
. one _fact that could only be knownjîan Ancient.

